How's my driving? Is Telematics the future in a sexless world?
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All miles used to be the same

Worth fighting for

Progressive files suit against Liberty Mutual
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Progressive settles Patent Dispute with Allstate

MAYFIELD VILLAGE, Ohio, Oct 03, 2011 (BUSINESS WIRE) -- Progressive Casualty Insurance Company has reached a settlement agreement with Allstate Insurance Company and

Safety pays with drive wise®
Safe drivers can save up to 30% with Drive Wise.®
Call your Allstate Agent or 1-800-ALLSTATE to learn more.

* Now available only in Illinois, Ohio, and Arizona
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Small and simple

Connectivity Evolution

Seamless, safe, effortless and delightful user experience when using a Smartphone in a car.
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Rowan Atkinson's 240mph supercar wrecked by crash

£650k McLaren catches fire after smash
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Here to help
A quick shopping trip

Driving is fun
Cars stick to the road

Traction control
Young drivers

The end of the road
The tree just jumped out in front of me

Too tired?
Inexperienced?

Trees hurt
Smooth driving

1g sideways
Limit of grip

Driver fingerprint

Rich Insights for NU & the Customer
Congestion detail

Life style

Commuter

Taxi Driver
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Reasons not to trust satellites!

Nurse heads into oncoming traffic on motorway at 3am ....£450 fine

Duke taken to York rather than Chelsea Vs Arsenal

BMW left hanging over cliff and railway – court and fine

£96k Merc sent to river...electric s failed lady lucky to be alive
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